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San Diego Deliberation Network (SDDN) Meeting Notes 
Wednesday, December 6, 2017 (4pm-6pm) 

USD, Kroc Center for Peace & Justice, Room 254A 

 

Attending:  Brian Adams, Martha Cox, Kathleen MacLeod, Carole Morales, Myles Pomeroy, Kim Quinney, and Mary 
Thompson. 
   
Seven of us met Wednesday, 12/6, to work through the wording of our grid laying out the approaches to the affordable 
housing framing.   
 
1. Clarifying the Content  

 We discussed the intent and scrubbed the wording of each approach. 

 We agreed to move some items into the forums’ introductory comments and removed the “2-3 Facts” about 
each approach onto the Housing Snapshot fact sheet, if applicable. 

 Once we’ve got the grid close to final, everyone is asked to circulate among their networks the draft with an 
explanation of our goal for community conversations.    Important will be to circle back to some of the 
earlier “experts” we’ve consulted (Heather Foley, Ginger Hitzke, and Lynn Reaser).    

 
2. Convening  

 Kim shared her exhaustive research on venues, including potential partners in those venues (universities, 
libraries, San Diego 211, etc.) 

 Addressing the ‘chicken & egg’ problem of WHERE & WHO, we agreed that seeking co-sponsorships and 
affiliates concerned about affordable housing would help ensure the forums’ diversity.  Some ideas were a 
“pairing” between groups representing different approaches:  i.e., Mid-City CAN and a group representing 
Kensington/Talmadge or community planning groups and the Downtown Partnership.   

 The first few forums would “test” the process before planning a larger-scale roll-out. 

 
3. Revisited Timeline and Next Steps 

Original Timeline Revised Timeline 

Aug Finalize message to Idea Generators   

Sept Engage with Idea Generators   

Oct Receive & review idea proposals   

Nov Consolidate ideas into booklet, slides, 
video.  Review with Idea 
Generators.  Preview with conveners. 

Nov Consolidate viewpoints into grid and 
slides.    Finalize Fact Sheet.  Review 
with Contacts.  Preview with 
conveners. Identify people for videos.   

Jan Begin conversations Jan Review approaches with ‘experts.’  
Finalize Fact Sheet.   
Identify co-sponsors; prepare forum 
intros & videos. 

Feb-
Mar 

Test forums   

 


